We have discovered an anomalous behavior of CCD readout electronics that affects their use in many astronomical applications. An offset in the digitization of the CCD output voltage that depends on the binary encoding of one pixel is added to pixels that are read out one, two and/or three pixels later. One result of this effect is the introduction of a differential offset in the background when comparing regions with and without flux from science targets. Conventional data reduction methods do not correct for this offset. We find this effect in 16 of 22 instruments investigated, covering a variety of telescopes and many different front-end electronics systems. The affected instruments include LRIS and DEIMOS on the Keck telescopes, WFC3-UVIS and STIS on HST, MegaCam on CFHT, SNIFS on the UH88 telescope, GMOS on the Gemini telescopes, HSC on Subaru, and FORS on VLT. The amplitude of the introduced offset is up to 4.5 ADU per pixel, and it is not directly proportional to the measured ADU level. We have developed a model that can be used to detect this "binary offset effect" in data and correct for it. Understanding how data are affected and applying a correction for the effect is essential for precise astronomical measurements.
3 the Nearby Supernova Factory collaboration (SNfactory; Aldering et al. 2002) on the UH88 telescope. We call this CCD-electronics-chain artifact the "binary offset effect".
We proceed as follows. In Section 2 we discuss how to identify this effect in CCD data. In Section 3, we build a model of the effect which can predict the size of the introduced offsets given the adjacent pixel values, and we provide an example of data corrected with this model. In Section 4, we then discuss how scientific results can be impacted by this effect if it is not corrected for.
IDENTIFYING THE BINARY OFFSET EFFECT

Evidence of the Binary Offset Effect in SNIFS Data
The binary offset effect was first observed in data taken with SNIFS for the SNfactory (Lantz et al. 2004; Aldering et al. 2002) . SNIFS contains two lenslet integral field unit (IFU) spectrographs which produce spectra over a 15×15 grid of spatial elements (spaxels). The spectrographs simultaneously cover wavelength ranges of 3200-5200 Å and 5100-10000 Å for the blue and red channels respectively. Each spectrograph uses a CCD composed of 2048×4096 15 micron pixels. The blue channel uses a thinned E2V model 44-82 CCD while the red channel uses a thinned and deep depleted E2V CCD44-82-0-A72 CCD. These CCDs are of the highest scientific grade. Each CCD is read out by two independent amplifiers using an Astronomical Research Cameras (ARC) Generation II video board (Leach et al. 1998) .
The binary offset effect can be easily seen by looking at images where there is an accurate model of the light on the CCD, and by probing the residuals after this model is subtracted from the data. Here, we examine a set of 1 second dome flat exposures taken with SNIFS. We take a 300 second exposure in the same configuration, and we treat this exposure as a model of the true light on the CCD because this exposure has high count levels compared to the size of the effects that we are looking into. An example of these dome flat CCD exposures is shown in Figure 1 , where the spectral traces due to the IFU reformatting of the dome flat are all visible. We systematically work with the output of the CCD in analog-to-digital units (ADU) throughout this paper. The top two panels of Figure 1 show examples of the dome flat exposures after applying an overscan subtraction, a bias correction, and a dark correction. The bottom panel of this figure shows slices through both one of the 1 second dome flat exposures and the 300 second exposure scaled to match the exposure time of the 1 second exposure. On the right amplifier, there is a count deficit of 1-2 ADU in between each of the spaxels on the 1 second exposure relative to the 300 second one. This same deficit is not seen on the left amplifier.
To probe the cause this deficit, we subtract a scaled version of the 300 second exposure (which we use here as our reference model) from each of the 1 second exposures to obtain residual images. For each 1 second exposure, we then compare the residual values of each pixel after the model was subtracted to the raw value (number of ADU) measured in a pixel that was read out 2 pixels earlier. We call the pixel read out 2 pixels earlier the "driver pixel". We take the mean of all residuals that have the same driver pixel value, and we plot the mean residual as a function of the driver pixel value. The results of this procedure are shown in Figure 2 .
The resulting plot gives a very jagged function: a single ADU difference in the driver pixel value can correspond to a difference of up to 2.5 ADU in the mean of the residuals of the pixel read out 2 pixels afterwards. These differences are highly statistically significant; the measurement uncertainties are less than 0.05 ADU between driver pixel values of 1260 and 1290. A careful analysis of these large differences reveals that they map out the number of "1" bits in the binary representation of the driver pixel value. For example, Figure 2 shows that there is a difference of 2.5 ADU when transitioning from a driver pixel value The 300 second exposure has been scaled by its exposure time to match the 1 second exposure. On the right amplifier, there is a deficit in the measured counts between each spaxel for the 1 second exposure relative to the 300 second exposure, although the background regions are in agreement. These large deficits are not present on the left amplifier.
of 1279 ADU to a driver pixel value of 1280 ADU. The binary representations of these two numbers are 100 1111 1111 and 101 0000 0000 respectively. Other large differences occur between 1311 ADU and 1312 ADU (101 0001 1111 and 101 0010 0000) and between 1343 ADU and 1344 ADU (101 0011 1111 and 101 0100 0000). The lower panel of Figure 2 shows the plot of the number of "1" bits in the binary representation of the driver pixel for comparison. All of the features in this plot are seen in the residual data, from the large binary transitions down to odd-even effects. Figure 3 shows the same residuals from Figure 2 plotted directly against the number of "1" bits in the binary representation of the driver pixel value. There is a linear trend between the mean of the residuals and the number of "1" bits in the binary representation of the driver pixel value. This is consistent with this effect being mostly related to the total number of "1" bits rather than it being due to some issue with the uppermost bits. There is an offset in the zeropoint of this linear relation for values below 1280 ADU indicating that a linear model with the number of "1" bits is not a complete description of the effect. In Section 3 we will discuss how to properly model this effect.
Implications of the Binary Offset Effect in SNIFS Data
The binary offset effect introduces a highly non-linear signal into images taken with the CCD. The main consequence of the binary offset effect is that an offset can be introduced to CCD data that only appears in regions where sufficient flux from science targets is present on the CCD. To show how this appears in data, we examine stacks of face-on cosmic rays in dark exposures taken with the SNIFS instrument. An example of such a stack is shown in Figure 4 . These images were originally taken in effort to measure the in-situ CTI of the SNIFS instrument (Dixon et al. 2016) , and a small CTI tail can be seen on the upper part of the image. We also find a deficit in the measured count levels of pixels read out 2-3 pixels after a cosmic ray compared to the background level. We find that the size of the deficit varies from night to night, from no effect up to around 1 ADU per pixel. The size of the deficit is not the same on each amplifier. This deficit is the result of the binary offset effect, and it can be thought of as an offset that is added to the data when the count levels of previous pixels cross a specific threshold. The deficit has a roughly fixed count value that does not scale with the amount of flux in the preceding pixels, so it does not behave as a simple modification Value of driver pixel (ADU) Figure 3 . Example of the binary offset effect on the SNIFS blue channel right amplifier. This plot shows the same data as in Figure 2 with a cut requiring that the uncertainty on the mean of the residuals be less the 0.2 ADU. Instead of plotting the mean of the residuals directly against the driver pixel values as in Figure 2 , we sum the number of "1" bits in the binary representation of each driver pixel value in ADU, and we plot the mean of the residuals against this number. There is a clear linear trend in the mean of the residuals with the number of "1" bits in the binary representation, at all scales. It is also apparent that there are some additional effects, such as an offset in the zeropoint of the linear relation near a driver pixel value of 1280 ADU.
to the PSF. The binary offset effect hence effectively introduces a deficit wherever there is sufficient flux from science targets on the CCD, leading to a local offset in the measured count values for regions on the CCD with flux from science targets compared to those without any flux. An explanation of how the binary offset effect can cause such a deficit can be seen from Figure 2 . The raw background level (before overscan subtraction) on the dome flat images used to generate this figure is around 1274 ADU with 4.5 ADU (or 3 electrons) of read noise per unstacked pixel. This background level is illustrated with an orange line and surrounding band on the figure. Most background pixels are therefore below the threshold of 1280 ADU, where there is a large change in the binary representation of the driver pixel value. When there is at least a small amount of signal on the CCD, the pixel values are brought above the 1280 ADU threshold and a ∼2 ADU offset is introduced into subsequently read pixels compared to the background regions. The consequences of the binary offset effect for a science image can be seen in the lower panel of Figure 1 : for the right amplifier, a deficit appears in the 1 second dome flat exposure compared to the 300 second exposure wherever the average count levels are above a few counts. On the left amplifier, the bias level is at 1285 ADU, and there are no major binary transitions in the nearby higher count levels. The binary offset effect is still present, but introduced offsets are similar for all pixels so no major difference is observed between background and science regions. Figure 4 . Stacked cosmic ray frames from the right amplifier of the SNIFS blue channel. This image was generated by taking a series of dark exposures on a night, identifying all face-on cosmic rays in the image, and taking the clipped mean of all pixels around cosmic rays. The color scale on this plot changes from linear to logarithmic at 0.5 ADU in order to capture the full dynamic range of the image. The serial readout reads pixels from left to right in this image. There is a visible deficit of ∼0.5 ADU 2-3 pixels following the cosmic ray.
When extracting the spectra from images affected by the binary offset effect, the introduced offsets will propagate to the extracted spectra. The two amplifiers will, in general, have different bias levels, so they will be affected in different ways by the binary offset effect. Hence, systematic differences will be observed in spectra extracted from each of the two amplifiers. The SNfactory collaboration discovered these systematic differences before the cause was known, and dubbed this effect the "blue step" as it was primarily noticed at the bluest wavelengths where the expected fluxes of SNIFS's primary objects of interest (Type Ia supernovae) can be faint. To illustrate the blue step, we extract spectra for each of the IFU spaxels in one of the 1 second dome flat exposures using the standard SNfactory pipeline (Aldering et al. 2006; Scalzo et al. 2010) , and we calculate the average flux in the 4000 to 4500 Å region. The results of this procedure are shown in Figure 5 . We find a 2.2 ADU difference in the measured counts between the two amplifiers, corresponding to a 4.2% difference in the measured fluxes between the two amplifiers for this exposure. The observed difference is well-modeled by a flat difference in the background level between the different amplifiers, as expected for a signal introduced in the previously described manner. The average offset introduced by the binary offset is different in regions on the CCD with and without flux present, meaning that there is a effectively a pathological local background offset that only appears where there is flux on the CCD. Conventional background subtraction routines cannot identify or correct for the difference in background levels introduced by the binary offset effect because these methods measure the background level in locations on the CCD where there is no flux present. Am plifier boundary Measured count differences Figure 5 . Exposure-time normalized difference between extracted 1 second and 300 second dome flats from the SNIFS blue channel, illustrating the "blue step". Each point corresponds to the average flux of a spaxel in the 4000 to 4500 Å region. We indicate the boundary where the readout switches from the left to the right amplifier with a vertical red line. We find a 2.2 ADU difference in the measured fluxes between the two amplifiers which corresponds to a 4.2% difference in the measured flux for this example.
Cause of the Binary Offset Effect
The discussion up to this point has shown that an offset is introduced into pixels that are read out two pixels after the driver pixel. We find a similar offset three pixels after the driver pixel for each CCD amplifier on both the blue and red SNIFS channels. There is no effect 1 pixel after or 4 or more pixels after, nor is there an offset for pixels before the driver pixel. The ARC video board used by SNIFS processes pixels one at a time, so the timeframe of 2-3 pixels between the driver and affected pixels implies that there must be some feedback in the electronics chain from somewhere after the ADC conversion. We varied the gain of the SNIFS front-end electronics by a factor of 10, and we find that the amplitude of the effect is constant in ADU. This implies that the introduction of the feedback must occur past the gain electronics in the CCD electronics chain. We also notice that the binary offset effect shows up across amplifiers: a driver pixel will introduce an offset in the pixels that are read out 3 pixels later in the other amplifier with a similar amplitude to the offset introduced on the driver pixel's amplifier.
Combining all of these findings, we propose that the binary offset effect is being caused by feedback into the reference voltage of the ADC. The ADC is highly sensitive to small changes in its reference voltages: one ADU for a 16-bit ADC corresponds to a change of only 0.0015%. When earlier pixels are read out, the ADC outputs their binary representations and stores them temporarily. We propose that these charges (representing the ones in the binary code) then introduce a slight offset into the reference voltage when they are released and the next pixel is read out. 
The Binary Offset Effect in Other Instruments
We wrote a program that can identify the binary offset effect in CCD data from any telescope by looking for the characteristic saw-tooth shape in the mean of the residuals as a function of the driver pixel value seen in Figure 2 . We find that the effect is present in most astronomical instruments that are currently in use across a variety of different readout systems. As we are not able to build a model using different length exposures of our own on all of these instruments, we use bias or dark images to probe the effect, and we assume that the pixel values in these images can be modeled by a smooth function. We fit for such a model using the background determined by sep (Barbary 2016; Bertin & Arnouts 1996) with 64 × 64 pixel boxes. We subtract this model from the original images to obtain residual images. With dark and bias images, we are limited to probing the effect over a smaller baseline of driver values (typically around 10 ADU). We are, however, able to achieve very high signal-to-noise by averaging the residuals over the full image and by examining multiple images. We estimate the amplitude of the binary offset effect by measuring the largest difference in residuals between two adjacent driver pixel values. For the SNIFS images shown in Figure 2 , this corresponds to the size of the transition from 1279 to 1280. We note that the measurement uncertainties on the stacked residuals are around 0.01 ADU for most instruments, so this method is sensitive to effects larger than ∼0.05 ADU. The results are summarized in Table 1 .
We are able to detect the binary offset effect in 16 of 22 instruments that were investigated. The amplitude of the offset varies significantly between the different instruments. We provide a Jupyter notebook (Kluyver et al. 2016 ) that contains code to probe this effect for all of the instruments listed in Table 1 . This Jupyter notebook is available on GitHub at https://github.com/snfactory/ binaryoffset. Plots of the binary offset effect are shown for a representative sample of the different instruments in Figure 6 .
For all of the detections in Table 1 from instruments on the CFHT, Gemini, Keck, UH88 and VLT telescopes (11 of the 22 instruments investigated), we see an offset in the mean of the residuals that is roughly proportional to the number of "1" bits in the binary representation of the driver pixel, similar to what is seen for SNIFS. The amplitude of the effect varies significantly between instruments, from a peak-to-peak amplitude of approximately 0.1 ADU for FORS 2 on VLT to a peak-to-peak amplitude of approximately 2.6 ADU for DEIMOS on Keck (see Figure 6a ). We also find that the number of pixels following the driver pixel at which the binary offset effect appears varies from 1 to 3 pixels for the different instruments. All of the instruments tested using ARC Generation I or II controllers (Leach et al. 1998) show this kind of binary offset effect, although the size of the effect varies from instrument to instrument. The newer ARC Generation III controllers used in GMOS-S and GMOS-N do not show any evidence of the binary offset effect.
In the images from Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC) on Subaru, we find offsets in the mean of the residuals, but they do not appear to be linearly related to the number of "1" bits in the binary encoding of the driver pixel value (see Figure 6b ). The mean of the residuals shows peak-to-peak offsets of 0.5 ADU between adjacent driver pixel values with a median measurement uncertainty of 0.006 ADU, so the detection of an offset related to the driver pixel value is highly significant. There appears to be a correlation of the leastsignificant bit (i.e. whether the driver pixel value is even or odd) with the mean of the residuals. Unlike the previously-described instruments, large changes in the binary representation do not appear to correlate with large offsets in the mean of the residuals. The introduced offsets do still have a highly nonlinear and nonmonotonic dependence on the driver pixel values, although additional work is needed to understand For the labeled HST instruments, there is a strong trend in the mean of the residuals with the least-significant bit (odd-even) along with large offsets when higher bits change. Intermediate bits do not appear to have any effect. b In Subaru Hyper Suprime-Cam and FOCAS images we find a trend in the mean of the residuals with the least-significant bit (odd-even). The higher bits do not appear to have a direct impact on the mean of the residuals. c We thank J. Reyes (ESO) for details of the ADCs used in the VLT instruments. (personal communication, August 2017) these offsets. For images taken with the FOCAS instrument on Subaru we see a similar effect, although the amplitude is smaller.
Images from all of the HST instruments that were examined (WFC3 UVIS, STIS and ACS) show evidence of an effect related to the binary encoding of driver pixels but with somewhat different behavior. An example of the effect in ACS is shown in Figure 6c . The least-significant bit (odd-even) has a large effect on the mean of the residuals, but transitions of the next several bits do not appear to have a significant impact. However, when the sixth bit or higher is changed, a step is introduced into the mean of the residuals. For the ACS images shown in Figure 6c , we see an offset of 0.4 ADU at the transition from 2463 ADU to 2464 ADU (1001 1001 1111 to 1001 1010 0000).
The STIS instrument on HST displays a similar behavior to ACS. An example of the binary offset effect on STIS is shown in Figure 6d . For STIS, when the fifth bit or higher is changed, we notice a large offset, but there is little effect for the less significant bits. At the transition from 1343 ADU to 1344 ADU (101 0011 1111 to 101 0100 0000) there is a 4.5 ADU offset in the mean of the residuals. We find that the size of the offsets when the upper bits are changed varies dramatically, from 0.5 ADU up to the offset of 4.5 ADU previously mentioned.
For several instruments, the binary offset effect introduces artifacts that are large compared to the size of the signals being observed. On SNIFS, the blue step was identified and characterized before it was understood as being a result of the binary offset effect. It is likely that the consequences of the binary offset effect have been identified in other instruments without the root cause being fully understood. residuals is 0.077 ADU. Figure 6 . Examples of the binary offset effect in other instruments. For half of the instruments that were investigated, such as DEIMOS on Keck, we see an effect that has similar properties to the effect on SNIFS. For other instruments, such as Hyper Suprime-Cam on Subaru, ACS on HST, or STIS on HST, we find evidence of offsets related to the binary representation, but the offsets have a different dependence on the binary encoding. All plots are shown with their measurement uncertainties as a shaded contour, and the median measurement uncertainty is given in the subpanel caption. These measurement uncertainties are very small compared to the size of the observed effects, and all of these observed effects are highly statistically significant. The specific observations used to generate each plot are listed in the figure legends.
MODELING AND CORRECTING THE OFFSET FOR ACTIVE INSTRUMENTS
The binary offset effect is present in a large fraction of existing CCD data, as illustrated by Table 1 , and correcting for the effect will both improve the quality of existing data and allow previously unusable data to be recovered. As a working example of such a correction, we have derived a model that can calculate the introduced offsets in SNIFS data.
As illustrated in Figure 3 , the amplitude of the effect is primarily proportional to the number of "1" bits in the binary encoding of the driver pixel. However, this figure illustrates that the effect is not simply a linear function of the driver pixel value, as the zeropoint of the linear relation appears to shift when the driver pixel values drop below 1280 ADU. These details of the effect are second order, but must be taken into account to generate an accurate model. We have developed a 9-parameter model which can capture the behavior of the binary offset effect in SNIFS data. We trained this model on a set of bias images covering the full history of SNIFS operations (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) (2016) (2017) . The details of this model can be found in the Appendix.
We find that this single set of model parameters is able to describe the behavior of an amplifier over the entire history of the SNIFS instrument. That is; the model parameters do not vary over time, and a single set of parameters per amplifier is sufficient to cover the full range of observed temperatures, bias levels and signal levels. The behavior of the binary offset effect does vary significantly between amplifiers, and we therefore use a unique set of model parameters for each amplifier. This is consistent with the idea that the digitization is the root cause, since each amplifier has its own video board. With this model, we are able to predict the amplitude of the offsets introduced by the binary offset effect to within 0.11-0.16 ADU depending on the amplifier. We can predict the amplitudes of the offsets for every pixel in an image, and we can use these predictions to build a correction image which can be subtracted from the data to remove the binary offset effect. Applying this procedure to a new image only requires the raw pixel counts of the image and a set of previously-derived model parameters for that amplifier. No additional fitting is required.
As a test of the model, we applied the derived correction to the set of 1 and 300 second dome flat exposures described in Section 2.1. The results of this procedure can be seen in Figure 7 . The dome flat images were not included the dataset on which the model was trained, so this is an out-of-sample test of the model. The deficits seen on the right amplifier in the slice plot of Figure 1 are no longer present after correction. We applied the same algorithm used to produce Figure 2 to the corrected data. The results of this procedure are shown in Figure 8 . As seen from this figure, the offsets introduced by the binary offset effect are effectively removed from the data when the correction is applied. The remaining linear slope in the residuals is a consequence of the high frequency pickup described in the Appendix, and is not a feature of the binary offset effect.
IMPACT OF THE BINARY OFFSET EFFECT ON SCIENTIFIC RESULTS
Impact of the Binary Offset Effect on SNIFS/SNfactory Data
The binary offset effect introduces a highly non-linear signal into CCD data that affects science results in several ways. As discussed in Section 2.2, for the SNIFS instrument, the binary offset effect can introduce an offset to the data that only appears at locations on the CCD with a significant amount of flux. This can be seen directly in the model in Figure 7 : on the right amplifier, there is a visible offset of ∼2 ADU (∼1.3 electrons) at the specific locations on the CCD where spectral traces are found relative to the background regions. The model predicts that the binary offset effect has little impact on the left amplifier due to the bias level being above the large binary transition at 1280.
We subtract the derived model from one of the 1 second dome flat exposures, and we extract the spectra in the corrected image using the SNfactory pipeline. The result of this procedure is shown in Figure 9 , which can be compared to Figure 5 on the same data before corrections. The previous offset of 2.2 ADU has been removed and we constrain the corrected offset between the amplifiers to be less than 0.2 ADU (0.13 electrons), confirming that the binary offset effect was the cause of the "blue step" in this data and that our model is capable of removing it. For the right amplifier, the model predicts that the binary offset effect introduces an offset of ∼2 ADU (∼1.3 electrons) at the specific locations on the CCD where spectral traces are found relative to the background locations. When these corrections are applied to the data, the count deficits seen in Figure 1 for the slice of the 1 second exposure on the right amplifier are eliminated.
We apply the binary offset correction to a series of SNfactory observations of Type Ia supernovae that are representative of the range of measured flux levels on the CCD for scientific observations. We find that the blue channel is the most strongly affected by the binary offset effect. For the full dataset, the NMAD (normalized median absolute deviation) of the applied corrections ranges is 0.04 mag at UV wavelengths and 0.02 mag for blue (B-band) wavelengths, while if we look at the faintest 20th percentile of data ordered by flux level, we find that the corrections in UV have a much larger NMAD of 0.51 mag and those in the blue have an NMAD of 0.11 mag. Corrections on the red channel have an NMAD of less than 0.008 mag over the full dataset, and an NMAD of less than 0.05 mag for the faintest 20 percent of observations. The binary offset correction is therefore relatively small for the majority of the dataset, but it has a disproportionately high impact on fainter regions of our spectra on the blue channel. Number of "1" bits in binary representation Figure 8 . Example of data that previously exhibited the binary offset effect on the SNIFS blue channel right amplifier, after correcting for the effect. See Figure 2 for the same data before correction and an explanation of how this figure was produced. The residuals after correction no longer have a strong dependence on the binary encoding. There is a slight linear slope in the residuals for driver pixel values between ∼1250-1280 ADU; this slope arises due to correlations introduced by high frequency pickup, as discussed in the Appendix, and is not related to the binary offset effect.
The affected spectra in SNfactory data are typically at late phases of the supernova lightcurves where the intrinsic supernova flux is low. In practice, however, the SNfactory collaboration had previously developed methods to identify spectra affected by the binary offset effect (before recognizing the cause), primarily by looking for anomalous behavior in the UV, where it stands out. These spectra were not included in previous published analyses. Although the corrections for the binary offset thus should not affect any previous results, we do expect that it will allow future analyses to include many spectra that were previously rejected, especially spectra at late phases.
Impact of the Binary Offset Effect on General Astronomical Data
There are several science scenarios where the binary offset effect can have large impacts on science data. The conditions that lead to the largest potential impact are:
• Low background noise.
• Low signal levels.
• A background level just below a large binary transition.
Low-flux observations with fiber-fed, lenslet, or similar spectrographs are very susceptible to this effect. In these cases, most of the CCD is not in the path of any light, so the background in those regions is entirely dominated by read noise. For modern instruments, this means that the background noise will be very low, on the order of a few ADU or less. When measuring the background level on the CCD with conventional methods, one will effectively sample the binary offset curve at the given bias level instead of measuring what the background truly is under the science data due to the small range of pixel values covered in the region used to measure the background level. Observations with ground-based slit spectrographs may be highly susceptible by the binary offset effect, although their susceptibility depends on how they are used. Observations of faint emission lines with low sky background or target continuum will be affected for the same reasons as fiber-fed and IFU spectrographs. As the binary offset effect introduces an offset that is shifted by 1-3 pixel from the data that it is applied to, the recovered wavelengths of emission lines may be biased. Higher resolution spectrographs are likely to be more strongly affected because of the reduction in sky background per pixel leading to low background noise levels on the CCD.
Science applications using ground-based CCD imaging are not as susceptible as spectrographs to the binary offset effect. Measurements of faint targets with these detectors are often limited by the sky background, so the potential size of the offset is suppressed. Imaging applications that have low backgrounds and low signals (for example U-band observations, narrow band imaging, imaging of standard stars, or very short exposures) are more likely to be affected. An additional issue for imaging is that the local background offset will have the same shape as the science signal, but will be shifted by 1-3 pixels depending on the instrument. This can affect measurements of the shape of a galaxy and may be a concern for some weak lensing analyses. The binary offset effect will also introduce some correlations between nearby pixels on the CCD.
Science applications using detectors in space-based missions are highly susceptible to the binary offset effect, regardless of whether they are being used as an imager or any type of spectrograph. For these instruments, the sky noise is often low compared to the readout noise so conventional background subtraction routines will effectively sample from a point on the binary offset curve rather than averaging over it. The STIS spectrograph on HST is of particular interest. We find an offset of up to 4.5 ADU for some binary transitions in this instrument. This offset is per pixel, so it can easily add up to a significant fraction of the science signal.
CONCLUSIONS
We have discovered an anomalous behavior in the read-out of CCDs: the introduction of spurious counts into a pixel, with an amplitude that depends on the binary encoding of a pixel read out 1-3 pixels previously. One consequence of this effect is that it can introduce a local background offset that only appears where sufficient flux from science targets is present on the CCD. This background offset is not removed by conventional background subtraction procedures. In SNIFS data, the effect can cause an offset in the final measured fluxes of up to 2 ADU per pixel. The binary offset effect explains several effects previously noticed in SNIFS data, notably the "blue step" where there is a flat offset between data from different amplifiers, and a fixed count deficit in pixels following cosmic rays. We find evidence of the binary offset effect in 16 of 22 different instruments that were investigated, indicating that the effect is present in a significant amount of existing astronomical data.
In this paper, we built a model that can predict, and thus reliably correct, the offsets introduced by this effect in affected CCD data, and we applied this model to SNIFS data. We find that the model parameters are stable in time, but that they are unique to the readout electronics of each amplifier. With this model, we can predict the amplitudes of the introduced offsets, and we use these predictions to correct for the binary offset effect. The model derived in this paper is general, and a variant of it should be applicable to any instrument. Because of the relatively large amplitudes of the introduced offsets relative to the noise levels, only a single bias image is typically required to characterize the effect and fit the model.
The binary offset effect can also be mitigated in hardware. Reducing opportunities for stray signals to affect the input of the ADC, e.g. using a differential input, should eliminate the binary offset effect. We find that 6 of the 22 instruments that we investigated do not show signs of this effect, as shown in Table 1 . These can serve as a guide to design new readout electronics that aren't susceptible to the binary offset effect. The size of the binary offset effect should be measured and characterized in any new CCD readout system to determine whether or not it will impact the science results. For systems where modifying the readout electronics is not practical, the bias level can at least be set to a level where there are no large binary transitions immediately above said bias level. This will minimize the potential size of the offsets although it will not eliminate them. Finally, the tests outlined in this paper should be performed for any CCD-based instrument likely to exhibit the binary offset effect, and the correction procedure that we present in this paper should be incorporated in the data-reduction pipeline of all instruments where the binary offset effect is found.
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In SNIFS data, we notice that an offset is introduced into the affected pixel related to the binary encodings of the driver pixels read out 2 and 3 pixels earlier. In the following discussion, we refer to a pixel that is affected by the binary offset as the "target". Each pixel on the CCD serves as a driver pixel for several other pixels. We subtract a model of the counts on the CCD from the measured data to obtain a residual image, and we compare the value of the residual image for each pixel to the raw ADU measured on the corresponding driver pixels. We refer to driver pixels that were read out N pixels before the target pixel as T-N. There is also some crosstalk between the amplifiers: the value of the pixel that was read out 3 pixels earlier in time on the other amplifier also affects the introduced offsets. We note that the timing of the readout of the other amplifier is what matters rather than the physical location on the CCD. We refer to driver pixels that were read out N pixels before the target pixel on the other amplifier as O-N.
We find that the binary codes of the driver pixels interact with each other in a complex way to produce the offset that is applied to the target pixel. There is a baseline linear trend of the introduced offsets with the number of "1" bits in pixels T-2 and T-3. However, there is also some interaction between these pixels: a bit in pixel T-2 behaves differently if that same bit was on in pixel T-3 compared to if it was off. The largest offsets occur when a bit is "1" in both T-2 and T-3. For pixel T-2, we find that the more significant bits have a larger effect on the introduced offset than the less significant bits. For pixel T-3, we find evidence of interactions across amplifiers: turning a bit from "0" to "1" in T-3 introduces an offset that depends on how many bits were already on in T-3 and in O-3. We model this interaction with a second order polynomial in the number of bits that are "1" in each of T-3 and O-3. We do not find any evidence of direct interactions across bits (e.g.: bit 8 does not directly affect the behavior of bit 0).
We incorporate all of these effects into a model capturing the time-invariant behavior of the electronics, which is then fit to the data. The model includes 9 parameters which are used to predict the offsets introduced by the binary offset effect as a simple function of the three pixel values T-2, T-3, and O-3. The terms can be summarized as follows: a base effect in the number of bits in T-2 are "1" that depends on whether the same bits are "1" in T-3 or not (2 parameters), larger effects for more significant bits in T-2 and T-3 (2 parameters), and a 2-dimensional polynomial in how many bits are "1" in T-3 and how many are "1" in O-3 in order to capture the cross-amplifier effects (5 parameters). The zeropoint is arbitrarily chosen such that the model predicts an offset of 0 when all of the driver pixels are 0. These terms and the effects that they capture are shown in Table 2 .
A challenge in fitting such a model to data is that effects other than the binary offset effect can introduce correlations between the observed driver and target pixels. For example, cosmic rays will produce large signals on the detector that will show up in the residual images. To mitigate this, we mask out cosmic rays (and any other bright pixels) by identifying any pixels that are over five standard deviations above the background noise level in the residual images and flagging a region with a border of 2 pixels around them. Another challenge is that low-order spatial variations over the image can also introduce local correlations between pixel values. We perform a background subtraction on the residual images using sep (Barbary 2016; Bertin & Arnouts 1996) with 64 × 64 pixel boxes to reduce the potential impact of these variations. A more challenging feature of the data is a pickup signal that appears in many of the SNIFS images with a frequency of 15-20 kHz (a period of roughly 3 pixels) and an amplitude of ∼ 1 ADU. This pickup signal is very challenging to model due to its low amplitude, and it effectively introduces a smooth variation in the Table 2 . Variables used in the model of the binary offset effect in SNIFS data. The full model involves linear corrections for each of these terms. The coefficients of these linear corrections differ for the different amplifiers, but remain stable over time. In this table we use the following notation: T-N refers to the driver pixel read N pixels previously and O-N refers to the driver pixel read on the other amplifier N pixels previously. The uncertainties shown on the parameters are the standard deviations of fits to 10 different datasets. mean of the target pixel residuals as a function of the driver pixel value. We note that the binary offset effect introduces large offsets into the target pixel value when a driver pixel value increases by 1 ADU while most other effects are continuous. We therefore fit for the effect of a 1 ADU change in a driver pixel on the target pixel rather than trying to fit for the offset that was added to each target pixel as a function of the driver pixel values directly. The final fitting procedure is as follows. Given a raw image, we mask out pixels with known issues, and then perform a background subtraction to obtain a residual image. For every unique set of three driver pixel values T-2, T-3, and O-3, we find all target pixels in the raw image with those driver pixel values. We calculate the mean value of the residuals for those target pixels and we estimate the uncertainty on that mean value. Note that the mean value of the target pixel residuals is a sum of the amplitude of the binary offset effect and other effects like pickup that introduce correlated residuals. After calculating the mean of the target pixel residuals for every combination of driver pixel values, we identify sets of driver pixel values where one driver pixel value changed by 1 ADU, and we calculate the difference in the mean of the target pixel residuals associated with that change in driver pixel value and the measurement uncertainty on this difference. We fit our model to these differential measurements which mitigates the impact of effects like pickup.
We fit the 9-parameter model described in Table 2 to a subset of bias images taken roughly evenly spaced in time across the full history of the SNIFS instrument by performing a χ 2 minimization. There are 98 images included in this fit for the blue channel and 99 images for the red channel. Each sample is split into 10 subsamples, and we fit the model parameters on each of these subsamples individually. We then calculate the mean model parameters from each of these fits, and we use the standard deviation of the fitted parameters across subsamples as an estimate of the systematic uncertainty associated with the model. The fitted model parameters are shown in Table 2 .
We find that when a bit is "1" in both pixels T-2 and T-3, an offset of up to 0.663 ± 0.012 ADU is introduced in the target pixel. The fitted model parameters are not consistent across amplifiers: on the red channel, the left amplifier has an offset of -0.503 ± 0.006 ADU per bit that is "1" in both T-2 and T-3 while the right amplifier has an offset of -0.091 ± 0.004 ADU per "1" bit. The introduced offsets for the interaction across amplifiers can be up to 0.144 ± 0.024 ADU per "1" bit for the left amplifier on the red channel, and the fit finds a strong interaction between the bits in pixels T-3 and O-3 on the blue channel.
The model is not a perfect description of the effect: when fitting the model to the data, we find that the χ 2 /DoF of the fits is between 1.11 and 1.23 when using the measurement uncertainties estimated in the previously described procedure. We estimate the remaining dispersion of the data due to the binary offset effect by adding an uncertainty term in quadrature to the measurement uncertainty in order to set the χ 2 /DoF to 1. For the blue channel, this requires an additional 0.156 ADU and 0.164 ADU of dispersion for the left and right amplifiers respectively. For the red channel, this requires an additional 0.126 ADU and 0.110 ADU of dispersion for the left and right amplifiers respectively.
We estimate the uncertainty in the model parameters by taking the standard deviation of the fits to the 10 different subsets. As a conservative estimate of the systematic uncertainties, we adopt the standard deviations of the fitted parameters directly rather than attempting to take out the statistical component by combining datasets. The derived uncertainties are shown in Table 2 . These uncertainties are highly correlated, especially the terms relating higher orders in the same bit counts (eg: parameters 5 and 7) and the terms related to larger effects for more significant bits (eg: parameters 1 and 3). We estimate the impact of the variation in the model parameters on the derived corrections by repeatedly sampling realizations of model parameters from a Gaussian distribution following the full fitted covariance matrix of the model parameters. For each realization of model parameters, we calculate the implied corrections for a group of images. Across realizations, we find that the standard deviation of the implied corrections is less than 0.01 ADU for images on the blue channel, and less than 0.005 ADU for images on the red channel, so the uncertainties in the model parameters do not significantly affect the final corrections. The uncertainty of the correction is therefore dominated by the unexplained residual dispersion described previously, and is between 0.11-0.16 ADU depending on the amplifier. We do not detect any significant variation in the behavior of the binary offset effect or the model parameters over the history of SNIFS (from 2004 to 2017).
